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Abstract: Dynamic symmetry is a common phenomenon in mechanical product structures, and is used for describing the
regular motion process over time in mechanical systems. It plays an important role in implementing product functions,
transfering and transforming movement motion, increasing the strength of product functions, expanding the scope of the
functions. For the case that the lack of research about dynamic symmetry and imperfection of symmetric system, based on
the analysis of instances, a new concept system of mechanical dynamic structure symmetry was established by taking the
different properties of the geometric character and the time character of the motion process as standards. The concept
system is made up of rotation dynamic symmetry, translation dynamic symmetry, scaling dynamic symmetry,
combinatorial dynamic symmetry, time-translation dynamic symmetry and time-inversion dynamic symmetry. Among the
concept systemthe author has a symmetry theory analysis of many instances to verify the validity and rationality of the
established symmetry concept system. Finally, the functions of dynamic symmetry in realizing the function of transferring
or transforming motion, matching the space-time characters and improving the performance of mechanical product
functions was proposed. The concept system can completely describes the existences of dynamic structure symmetries in
mechanical systems, and can offer an academic basis for further research on the functions and application laws of
dynamic structure symmetry in mechanical systems.

Keywords: Concept system, dynamic structure symmetry, function, geometric character of motion, product structure, time
character of motion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry is a common phenomenon in the real world.
For example, the structure of crystals, the shape of
vertebrates, the artificial products such as autocars and
airplanes all have symmetry. In many domains, such as
physics, biology, mathematics and philosophy, many people
have researched the theory of symmetry for a long time and
achieved a lot. Especially in physics, a complete concept
system of symmetry was established [1] and many important
principles and laws about symmetry were proposed. In 1894,
Pierre Curie had brought out the principle of symmetry [2].
Thereafter, Albert Einstein proposed the important functions
of symmetry in the research of physics [3]. Until now, the
principle of symmetry is still a most fundamental principle
and it still directs the research of physics [4, 5].
In mechanical systems, a mechanical product realizes its
functions through the motions and interactions, which must
observe certain physical principles. There are many closed
relationships between physical principles and symmetries.
For example, the law of conservation of momentum can be
deduced from space translation symmetry, and various
space-time symmetries also can be deduced from various

conservation laws [6]. In a kind of universal joint for autocar
showed in Fig. (1) [7], the structure 1 and structure 2 both
have static rotation symmetry. By working with the ball 3,
they can realize the function of universally transferring
rotation motion. In a kind of hand pump showed in Fig. (2)
[8], the component 1 and 2 both have sway dynamic
symmetry, the component 4 has translation dynamic
symmetry. The component 1 dose sway motion and drives
the component 4 to do vertical reciprocating rectilinear
motion, so the function of getting water can be realized.

Fig. (1). An universal joint for autocar [7].

Symmetry also widely exists in mechanical product
structure. Concept systems of mechanical static structure
symmetry have been proposed by Barrenscheen and Z. Y.
Ma [9, 10]. Partial functions of static structure symmetry in
the design, manufacture and assembly of mechanical product
have be proposed by P. L. Prasad, Susan J. T. and so on [11,
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12]. Until now, there still has not any systematic researches
on mechanical dynamic structure symmetry. Based on
analysis of a lot of instances, this article established a
concept system of mechanical dynamic structure symmetry,
and proposed some functions of dynamic symmetry in
realizing the functions of mechanical products. The research
results of this article are the academic basis of further
researches on the functions and application laws of
mechanical dynamic structure symmetry.

Fig. (2). A hand pump [8].

2. DEFINITION OF MECHANICAL
STRUCTURE SYMMETRY

structure symmetry is defined as following: if one or more
structures have a regular motion process over time in a
mechanical system, then this mechanical system has
dynamic symmetry. Dynamic structure symmetry has three
key properties: symmetry main body, symmetry benchmark
and symmetry component [10]. The symmetry main body is
the geometrical character of the motion process of the
mechanical structure, the symmetry component is the
structure which has a regular motion process, the symmetry
benchmark is time. In a kind of punch showed in Fig. (7), the
diamond plate 1 is the driving part, which does rotation
motion and drives the shift fork 3 by the slide block 2 fixed
on the diamond plate. The disc 4 also does rotation motion
and it drivers punch pin 6 to do vertical reciprocating
rectilinear motion. In the punch, the structures from 1 to 6 all
have dynamic structure symmetry because they all have a
regular motion process. For example, the motion process of
diamond plate 1 is a unidirectional entire rotation, and the
motion process of the punch pin 6 is a reciprocating
rectilinear motion. The dynamic symmetries of every
structure in the punch are showed in Table 1.

DYNAMIC

3. CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF MECHANICAL
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE SYMMETRY

In the macroscopical symmetry of physics, space
symmetry is a kind of static symmetry while time symmetry
is a kind of dynamic symmetry. The mechanical dynamic

Dynamic structure symmetry has various existing forms
in mechanical product structures, which can be described as
different properties of symmetry main body and symmetry

Table 1.

The dynamic symmetries of every structure in the punch.

ID

Symmetry Main Body

Symmetry Component

Symmetry Benchmark

1

the entire rotation motion around point A

the diamond plate 1

(unidirectional) time

2

the combinatorial motion of two rotation (the
rotation with diamond plate 1 and the rotation
around point B)

the slide block 2

(unidirectional) time

3

the entire rotation motion around point C

the shift fork 3 and disc 4

(unidirectional) time

4

the combinatorial motion of rotation and rectilinear
motion

the link rod 5

(unidirectional) time

5

the reciprocating rectilinear motion

the punch pin 6

(bidirectional) time

The Sketch Map of the Geometrical
Character of the Motion
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benchmark. The symmetry main body describes the
geometrical character of the motion process of dynamic
structure symmetry, and the symmetry benchmark describes
the time character of the motion process. According to the
different properties of symmetry main body and symmetry
benchmark, the classification system of mechanical dynamic
structure symmetry was established, showed in Fig. (3).
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realize the function of engage and retract. So the knife rest 4
has translation dynamic symmetry, and the cam carrier 2 has
sway dynamic symmetry. The punch pin 6 showed in Fig.
(7) also has translation dynamic symmetry.

Fig. (5). A knife feed mechanism of machine tool [8].

Fig. (3). The classification system of mechanical dynamic structure
symmetry.

3.1. The Classification System Classified
Geometrical Character of the Motion Process

by

the

According to the types of geometrical character of the
motion process, dynamic structure symmetry can be
classified as rotation dynamic symmetry, translation
dynamic symmetry, scaling dynamic symmetry and
combinatorial dynamic symmetry.

Fig. (6). The sketch map of an agitator [8].

If a structure does a regular rotation motion, then it has
rotation dynamic symmetry. According to the integrality of
the rotation, rotation dynamic symmetry can be classified as
entire rotation dynamic symmetry and sway dynamic
symmetry. In a valve mechanism of engine showed in Fig.
(4) [8], the cam 1 does rotation motion and the cam carrier 2
does reciprocating sway motion, so the cam 1 has entire
rotation dynamic symmetry and the cam carrier 2 has sway
dynamic symmetry.
Fig. (7). The sketch map of a punch.

If the motion track of a structure is a curve with a certain
rule, then the structure has scaling dynamic symmetry. In an
agitator showed in Fig. (6) [8], the motion track of the link
rod 2 is a regular closed curve (the curve 1), so it has scaling
dynamic symmetry.
If a structure does two or more basic motions at one time,
then it has combinatorial dynamic symmetry. For example,
the slide block 2 showed in Fig. (7) does rotation motion
around point A, at the same time, it also rotates around point
B, so it has combinatorial dynamic symmetry.
Fig. (4). A valve mechanism of engine [8].

If a structure does regular rectilinear motion, then it has
translation dynamic symmetry. In a knife feed mechanism of
machine tool showed in Fig. (5) [8], the cam 1 drives the
cam carrier 2 does the reciprocating sway motion around
point O, then the knife rest 4 does horizontal reciprocating
rectilinear motion drove by the gear and rack mechanism to

3.2. The Classification System Classified by the Time
Character of the Motion Process
According to the time character of the motion process,
dynamic structure symmetry can be classified as timetranslation dynamic symmetry and time-inversion dynamic
symmetry. If one or more structures have a regular motion
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process over time, and the motion process will remain
unchanged when the time parameter t is replaced by -t, then
this mechanical system has time-inversion dynamic
symmetry, otherwise, it has time-translation dynamic
symmetry. In a punch showed in Fig. (7), if the direction of
the rotation motion of the diamond plate 1 is changed from
counter-clockwise to clockwise, then the direction of the
motion of the slide block 2, the shift fork 3, disc 4 and the
link rod 5 will all changed contrarily, so they all have timetranslation dynamic symmetry; but the motion of the punch
pin 6 is still a reciprocating rectilinear motion, so it has timeinversion dynamic symmetry.
4.
FUNCTION
OF
DYNAMIC
STRUCTURE
SYMMETRY IN MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Symmetry widely exists in mechanical systems, and it
has closed relationships with the motion process, the
functions and the realization principles of mechanical
systems. So it can systematically direct the designers to
apply symmetry to achieve the design demands of
mechanical products and offer a new method to assist
product design. This article partially describes the functions
of dynamic symmetry in realizing the function of
transferring or transforming motion, matching the space-time
characters and improving the performance of mechanical
product functions.
4.1. Function of Dynamic Structure Symmetry in
Realizing the Function of Transferring or Transforming
Motion
It is one of the most common functions of dynamic
structure symmetry that realize the function of transferring or
transforming motion. If two or more structures are connected
by kinematic pairs, and a dynamic structure symmetry
belonging to a structure can drive another dynamic structure
symmetry belonging to another structure, then the function
of transferring or transforming motion can be realized. By
changing the sizes of structures and the types of kinematic
pairs, it can export different motions according to a certain
input motion. In a lift mechanism showed in Fig. (8) [8], the
crank AB and CD both have entire rotation dynamic
symmetry, the link rod BC has translation dynamic
symmetry. By setting the lengths of crank AB and CD to be
same, it can transform the rotation motion of crank AB to the
vertical rectilinear motion of link rod BC. So the function of
rising and falling the lift table can be realized, and the lift
table can be always kept horizontal.
4.2. Function of Dynamic Structure Symmetry in
Matching the Space-Time Characters of Product
Functions
In mechanical structure design, many dynamic structure
symmetries are adopted to realize the functions of
mechanical products. By designing the two main key
elements of the motion process felicitously, geometrical
character and the time character, the dynamic structure
symmetry can realize the space-time characters of product
functions. If product functions or its subfunctions are
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arranged regularly in space, or its space locations are
changed regularly over time, the product functions can be
realized by dynamic structure symmetry. Generally
speaking, the geometrical character of the motion process of
dynamic structure symmetry is accordant with the space
distribution of the product function, and the time character of
the motion process is accordant with the time benchmark of
the product function.
4.3. Function of Dynamic Structure Symmetry in
Improving the Performance of Product Functions
By adding a structural component which has dynamic
structure symmetry into a mechanism, the working space
range, working time range and the effect intensity of product
functions can be improved. In a steel stock push mechanism
showed in Fig. (9) [8], two link rod 2 and 3 which both have
dynamic structure symmetry were added into a four-bar
slider-crank mechanism, then the displacement of slider 5
could be extended largely.

Fig. (8). A lift mechanism [8].

Fig. (9). A steel stock push mechanism [8].

CONCLUSION
Structure symmetry widely exists in mechanical products
and plays an important role. Dynamic structure symmetry
describes the laws of motion of mechanical product
structures. Based on analysis of a lot of instances, a
classification system of mechanical dynamic structure
symmetry was established and the function of mechanical
dynamic structure symmetry was researched. The research
results of this article can offer an academic basis for further
research on the functions and application laws of dynamic
structure symmetry in mechanical systems.
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